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A confession: I am a professional 
pianist and university professor 
with a small handspan. As I age, 

my handspan is actually shrinking. Since 
the year 2000, I have been performing 

on concert Steinways retrofitted with 
narrower keys. I want to share this 
alternative with pianists, piano teachers, 
and piano students around the world 
dealing with problems related to a one-

size-fits-all conventional keyboard.
Recent research has shown that our 

conventional keys are too wide for the 
majority (87 per cent) of the world’s adult 
female population as well as a proportion 

Dr Carol Leone challenges the orthodoxy of a one-size-fits-all 
approach to the piano through her advocacy of 

alternate-sized keyboards that open up new horizons  
for small-handed pianists
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Carole Leone: ‘Adopting an alternative size‑standard offers extraordinary benefits to pianists of all ages’
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(24 per cent) of the male population. Yet 
the 20th century quietly passed without 
any serious questioning of a size-standard 
established toward the end of the 19th 
century, and most solutions have addressed 
the problem by adapting the hands through 
stretching exercises, compensatory piano 
techniques and even surgery rather than 
ergonomically redesigning the instrument.

Adopting an alternative size-standard 
off ers extraordinary benefi ts to pianists of 
all ages, ranging from injury prevention 
to expanded repertoire choices, extended 
careers and signifi cantly improved musical 
and technical outcomes.

For my solo recording, Change of Keys, 
released last September on the MSR 
Classics label, I performed on one concert 
Steinway using three keyboard actions 
with diff erent key widths, allowing me 
mastery of repertoire that would usually 
lie beyond my stretch, such as the Chopin’s 
Ballade No 1 and the Bartók Sonata. Built 
by Steinbuhler & Co, using the Donison-
Steinbuhler Standard, the keyboards are 
approximately 7/8 and 15/16 the width of 
the standard keyboard. The sizes of these 
alternative keyboards allow my hands 
to remain closest to an ideal playing 
position and enables me to play tenths (my 
handspan on the conventional keyboard 
reaches a ninth at best). In the images 
above, you can readily see how the interval 
of the 6th taken with fi ngers 2 and 5 goes 
from being stretched and contorted to 
solid and balanced.

With a compact hand position, I can 
produce more power and speed than with 
my hand extended. A beautiful legato is 
more possible, as is the voicing of chords. 
When my hand is in an anatomically 
natural position, I use smaller, more 
refi ned movements, which promote 

security, control, and more intimacy with 
the instrument.

Through my advocacy since 2000, my 
university, SMU Meadows School of the 
Arts in Dallas, Texas, has become a centre 
of research and performance for narrower 
keyboards. We have demonstrated that 
these keyboards can be implemented 
successfully in a university music school 
environment. The majority of pianists 
adjust very easily to the keyboards and it 
generally takes one hour or less of practice 
to adapt. My students and I move easily 
back and forth between two or three 
keyboards, even within the same recital.  
Our concert instrument has three actions 
(with octave sizes of 14.1cm, 15.2cm and 
the conventional 16.5cm), which can be 
changed in a matter of fi ve minutes, simply 
by unscrewing the endblocks, sliding out 
one action, and sliding in the next.

In the spirit of promoting equal 
opportunity for more pianists, SMU 
also hosts the Dallas International Piano 
Competition, which off ers a choice in 
keyboard size to competitors. The 2015 
third prize winner, the Israeli pianist Anna 
Arazi, bravely and brilliantly performed on 
the DS6.0® (15.2cm octave) without having 
previous access to a keyboard with an 
alternate size. Aft erwards, her response was 
pure exhilaration: ‘Usually when I perform 
this concerto, I experience such discomfort 
that I barely have the stamina to get to the 
end. Today I felt as if I could have played the 
entire concerto twice without stopping!’

Over the past 16 years, I have been in 
the company of hundreds of professionals, 
students and amateur players who visit my 
university and home studios to experience 
the keyboards. I love these encounters, for 
they are oft en fi lled with joyful emotions 
and startling realisations. ‘It’s not me that 

was the problem!’ they might cry, as they 
bury their head in their hands, shedding 
tears. This year, there is a new graduate 
performance student in my studio, 
Kahoru Amano, an advanced and mature 
young artist who has a hand span of only 
15cm. She is now reaching octaves for the 
fi rst time in her life, using our keyboard 
with the smallest octave size (14.1 cm). 
Watching Kahoru and other students soar 
with their new-found abilities has been a 
distinct privilege as a teacher.

With full access to the conventional piano 
keyboard and two smaller-sized keyboards 
for practicing, teaching, performing, and 
recording, I know that I must be one of 
the luckiest small-handed pianists alive. 
But I envision a future in which all pianists 
with smaller hand spans have equitable 
opportunity. I impatiently await the day 
that manufacturers will off er actions with 
an alternate keyboard size for their concert 
and artist instruments, for university 
pianos, and for the home. I may be a pianist 
with a small hand, but I am on a big mission 
and this goal is now within reach. e

Dr Carol Leone is a founding member of the 
international advocacy organisation Pianists 
for Alternatively Sized Keyboards. Her solo 
album Change of Keys is now available from 
MSR Classics (MS1616). www.carolleone.com

ONLINE RESOURCES
D allas International Piano 
Competition www.dallasipc.org
Pianists for Alternatively Sized 
Keyboards www.paskpiano.org
Small Piano Keyboards 
www.smallpianokeyboards.org
Steinbuhler & Co 
www.steinbuhler.com

Conventional keyboard 16.5 cm octave Narrower keyboard 14.1 cm octave
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